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Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
I'm angry with you....
Because you are partial to ICC & NL-parliament for economical reasons, I'm being tortured by civil
servants of Bloemendaal again.... and Sudan is about to become a disaster.
I told you:'It will NOT do when you only refuse to talk to UN Ban Kimoon any longer':
● When Russia would have told the truth tot he World about ICC & NL a year ago, the
Israel-Gaza-war would not have started or would have been less damaging
●

Israel would not have announced a new war with Iran, tank-station Turkye

●

Interpol would have been a trustworthy Int. Police-corps

●

Hillary Clinton would not have asked NL to organize an Afghanistan-top, which can only
cause more hatred in Kabul & Uruzgan

●

Sudan Al-Bashir would have had a fair trail within ICC; so would all others now in ICCprision.
Sudan would not have sent away NGOs from, because they are partial to ICC.

●

UN Ban Kimoon would have left office by now, and would have been replaced by a more
professional UN Gen.Secretary

Medvedev & Putin... you have made Russia more vulnerable for disasters!
IRAN
Its a simple job 'to stop Israel'.
You know you will loose materials & people when Israel attacks energy-stations & weapondepots in Iran.
You are not strong enough, because 'the whole World is against you', USA included.
●

You only have to announce to the world 'that Iran will be a statemember of ICC'

●

Explain to the World 'that you know that there is also a case against NL, since 1 may
2007' = give a press-conference & publish it on your website.

●

Iran recognises my ICC-case: Israel doesn't.
Israel feels 'Free as a Bird now they get away unpunished with the Gaza-war'.
So they will continue to attack all countries, whenever they feel like it....

●

Turkey will not get the EU-membership when they are a tank-station for Israel during a
war 'that approaches EU-MPs who are above the law'.
Turkey will end up in a violent gap, between Moslim-Lovers & moslim-Haters.

The longer IC has the freedom 'to torture & kill whoever they want to demolish, the more wars
we will have on Earth'. Close home.
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
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